
Curriculum is the larger, meta- sequencing that you create from class to class or week to week.  
Drop-in classes need a sense of building and momentum.  Curriculum can support that while also  
giving direction and organization to your weeky class plans.
Even if the students are not getting a step by step curriculum, (because you don’t always get the 
same people every week), energy is created and maintained if you and a handful of students are 
going through it.  
This kind of meta-planning also gives you marketing material in advance, and exciting tidbits to en-
tice students into the next week’s class.  
 
Pose Category Curriculum Template
In this template, each week has the given type of pose as the primary poses taught, with an apex of 
the same category.  Auxiliary and supportive poses should be sprinkled in to balance out the class.  
Planning can be done week by week or class by class (in which case substitute “class” for “week” 
below).

Week 1:
Standing poses  
Week 2:
Balancing poses
Week 3:
Hip openers
Week 4:
Core 
Week 5: 
Backbends
Week 6:
Inversions
Week 7:
Seated poses
Week 8:  
Shoulder openers
Week 9:
Hand balancing

Cycle through and/or repeat needed focuses based on the season and the needs of student base.  
(For example:  In Jackson, I do hip openers the most often based on the mountain lifestyle that most 
people here engage in.  So in the above template, hip openers would appear more than once.)

CURRICULUM BUILDING
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Homework:  
Create a class for each of the weeks using the Apex Pose guidelines and appropriate timeline.

Elements Curriculum Template
Week 1:  Earth
Week 2:  Water
Week 3:  Fire
Week 4:  Air
Week 5:  Ether
Week 6:  All the elements in one class

Optional Homework:
• Refresh your contemplations on the elements that you explored in your immersions and teacher train-

ings.  Journal on or read your past journal entries.  
• Connect elements to:
• The Universal Principles of Alignment - refer to the immersion manual
• Poses - locate poses that support an understanding, embodiment and feeling of each element.
• Your studentship - where you are now, what do you need, where do your imbalances lie?  
• Your students -  where are they in their lives (age, career, lifestyle).  Contemplate how the elements in 

relation to asana can bring out their best selves.  Frame your contemplations around serving them.  
• Always place your classes in the context of the students’ daily lives so that this curriculum makes 

sense and is directly applicable to them.

Chakra Curriculum Template:
Week 1:  Muladhara Chakra
Week 2:  Svadhistana Chakra
Week 3:  Manipura Chakra
Week 4:  Anahata Chakra
Week 5:  Vissudha Chakra
Week 6:  Anja and Sahasrara Chakra

Optional Homework:
Composing a curriculum for chakras can be done in many ways.  First contemplate on each chakra.
Connect principles to chakras, elements, organs of action (tattvas chart), etc.  
There will be crossover between the elements curriculum and the chakra curriculum.  Choose aspects of 
each chakra that you relate to and teach those through asana. 
As with any yogic philosophy that you bring into class, make sure that you relate it to a standard person 
who is not infused in yogic philosophy so that they can get the wonderful “take-homes” of yoga without 
feeling overwhelmed by foreign language or esoteric concepts.  

Future modules will address more of the “how to’s” of contextualizing philosophy and bringing it “down 
to earth.”

More Optional Homework:  The creative possibilities are limitless.  Have some fun with exploring a theme 
that you want to teach and build out a curriculum.
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